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CHILDREN AND COMMUNITY SERVICES AMENDMENT BILL 2019 

Consideration in Detail 

Resumed from 13 May. 

Clause 32: Section 81 replaced — 

Debate was adjourned after the clause had been partly considered. 

Clause put and passed.  

Clauses 33 to 50 put and passed. 

Clause 51: Section 124A amended — 

Mr S.K. L’ESTRANGE: Can the minister please explain to us why a number of the recommendations from the 
Royal Commission into Institutional Responses to Child Sexual Abuse—namely, that out-of-home care workers, 
excluding foster and kinship carers; youth justice workers; early childhood workers; registered psychologists; and 
school counsellors be included in mandatory reporting—are excluded from this bill?  

Ms S.F. McGURK: I thank the member for the question; it is a good one. Firstly, I will restate what I have said 
previously in Parliament, which is that the government has made a commitment to implement all the recommendations 
of the royal commission. That includes the broader areas of professions that would have a higher standard of reporting 
requirements if they suspected or knew about child sex abuse. This includes youth justice workers, registered 
psychologists, school counsellors and out-of-home care workers. The reason we have expedited one of these areas—
ministers of religion—in the structure of amendments is that the department’s advice was very strongly that it was 
useful to expand the mandatory reporting scheme in a targeted way to ensure that we can properly train those 
people and the institutions they work within to ensure a competent and thorough knowledge of their requirements 
under mandatory reporting.  

During his speech on the second reading, I think the member asked—I was going to address it later in my third 
reading speech—why we decided to focus on religious ministers rather than the other occupations. I think the 
member for Belmont interjected during his speech that he has to read the findings of the royal commission to find 
the answer to that. I do not have the figure in front of me but something like 58 per cent of the disclosures from 
institutions that contributed to the royal commission came from church-based organisations. For that reason, it was 
felt that ministers of religion are either directly or through their work likely to have more exposure to the possibilities 
of child sex abuse than some of those other occupations. Notwithstanding that, the point that the member for 
Churchlands made is also correct; that is, those other occupations have a lot to do with children, and that is why 
they have been included in the list. To answer the member’s question, essentially, it was decided to phase in the 
expansion of mandatory reporting to make sure that we can do it thoroughly and properly, and build up not only the 
expertise within those institutions and occupations, but also the community’s understanding of how the mandatory 
reporting system works.  

Mr S.K. L’ESTRANGE: These are not actually my questions. These questions derive from the recommendation 
of the royal commission. I am not arguing the case for or against the inclusion of the ministry. It is in the recent 
royal commission recommendations. It refers to “people in religious ministry”. That is what it recommended. 
I note that it is included in the bill. The reasoning that the minister just gave is not substantial and, frankly, I do 
not think it passes the public test. Recommendation 7.3 of the royal commission states — 

State and territory governments should amend laws concerning mandatory reporting to child protection 
authorities to achieve national consistency in reporter groups. At a minimum, state and territory 
governments should also include the following groups of individuals as mandatory reporters in every 
jurisdiction: 

a. out-of-home care workers (excluding foster and kinship/relative carers) 

b. youth justice workers 

c. early childhood workers 

d. registered psychologists and school counsellors 

e. people in religious ministry. 

Page 100 of the marked-up bill shows how the government has included “minister for religion”, and there are 
two paragraphs to define what that means. There is a paragraph to define what a nurse means. There are four paragraphs 
describing what a teacher means. I do not see how it would have been very difficult to create a one to four-paragraph 
description of a youth justice worker, an early childhood worker, a registered psychologist, a school counsellor or 
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an out-of-home care worker, excluding a foster and kinship carer. I do not accept the minister’s answer as being 
valid, because it would not have been that difficult to include that in the bill. 

I also want to pick up on the point that the minister just made. These are my comments—they are not in my notes; 
I am reflecting on what the minister said. She said that 58 per cent of recorded cases in the recent royal commission 
were linked to child sex abuse and ministers of the church. I think she said words to that effect. 
Ms S.F. McGurk: Church-based institutions.  
Mr S.K. L’ESTRANGE: Yes, so 58 per cent. To my mind, 42 per cent—that is the other half of that equation—
is a big number. If those 42 per cent of children were therefore abused outside of a church or church institutions, 
I am guessing that that is why the royal commission said that we should also be focusing on those other groups, 
because that is probably—I am guessing—where a lot of those contacts may come from. I would have to check 
that data. There are two points. Firstly, I do not think 58 per cent is a good enough reason to exclude all the others. 
Secondly, recommendation 7.3 is very clear. It was seeking consistency. The government has chosen to exclude 
Western Australia from the royal commission’s recommendation for consistency across Australia. I do not think 
the minister is giving us a reasonable answer why the government is excluding all those categories of workers who, 
by virtue of their profession, are with children during all of their working time. That is not the case for ministers of 
the church. Ministers of the church will be in front of children only some of the time. I do not understand why she 
is including a category of worker that is in front of children for some of the time but excluding a category of worker 
that is in front of children all of the time. Surely, she would want all of them, as well as the ministers of religion. 
Ms S.F. McGURK: I repeat the commitment made by this government to include all those occupations that have 
been referred to and recommended by the royal commission to have mandatory reporting obligations. The 
implementation of the royal commission recommendations was coordinated by the Department of the Premier and 
Cabinet because it is not just the Department of Communities that has responsibility for these areas; the royal 
commission’s recommendations went across the whole breadth of government and non-government organisations, 
but particularly across government portfolios and departments. The Department of the Premier and Cabinet and I, 
as lead minister, were very methodical when planning the rollout of those recommendations because we wanted 
to make sure that they were effective. The member said that it would have been easier to add these extra occupations 
to the mandatory reporting list. That is true; it would have been easy to make the amendment. We have a commitment 
to the effect of the implementation of those amendments. I was advised—we accepted that advice—that we should 
prioritise ministers of religion for the reasons that I have outlined; that is, they were heavily weighted on the results 
of the royal commission in terms of religious-based organisations, and we would take on board a second tranche of 
amendments to this act related to mandatory reporting so that we could roll out the proper training for those other 
occupations to make sure it is effective. 
I should also point out that the other professions recommended by the royal commission that the member listed, 
such as youth justice workers and out-of-home care workers, are working in professional fields. They have clear 
reporting procedures and codes of conduct in relation to suspected child abuse if they are working in schools, the 
justice system and the like. As such, the government has prioritised the area that has less oversight and formal 
procedures in place to ensure that children in our state are kept safe. I understand that churches and all institutions 
that have some involvement to varying degrees are making an effort to improve the systems within their various 
institutions to have better oversight of child safety. However, the government has made the decision to prioritise 
religious ministers. We have a commitment to those other occupations, but in order to be effective, we are better off 
planning and staging that implementation, including for the reason that I just outlined, which is that many of those 
other professional fields have clear reporting procedures within their current institutions or occupations, if you like. 
Mr S.K. L’ESTRANGE: I take it from that answer that resourcing is the issue and the government needs to stage 
the implementation of recommendation 7.3 of the royal commission because it does not have the resources to cover 
all the categories.  
Ms S.F. McGURK: No, I do not concede that it is a resourcing issue. As I have said, there were hundreds of 
recommendations. It is getting late, so I am finding it difficult to remember, but I think over 300 recommendations 
of the royal commission applied to Western Australia. We committed to implement those recommendations, if we 
had not already implemented them. We have implemented over 100—I think 142—of those recommendations. As 
I said, our commitment has been to a thorough and effective implementation of those recommendations. That takes 
time, and a staged approach is sensible. Of course we would want to do it all at once, but we will not sacrifice child 
safety in that process. Effectively, we want to make sure that we do it properly. We made a public commitment to 
include mandatory reporting for those other occupations, but we are doing it with a staged, methodical and, 
I believe, effective approach, with a view to better outcomes for child safety. 
Mr S.K. L’ESTRANGE: Can the minister outline to the house the time line for the staged implementation to 
cover the four out of five categories of workers with children that have been missed from this amending bill? 
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Ms S.F. McGURK: I am sorry, but I do not have all the time frames for all the royal commission recommendations. 
At the end of last year, I tabled a report on our progress on the implementation of the royal commission 
recommendations, and that is publicly available. I can say that there will be a discussion paper on the further 
expansion of mandatory reporting to other groups, which will be released in coming months. This will address the 
inclusion of other people who work in religious ministry, such as brothers and nuns. 

Mr S.K. L’ESTRANGE: From that answer, the minister said that the government will expand on what is 
already a category in the bill. People in religious ministry are contained in recommendation 7.3 of the royal 
commission. People in religious ministry takes into account nuns, brothers and priests et cetera. The minister’s bill 
includes ministers of religion. I understand that and I understand the minister mentioned that she was looking 
at some of the other recommendations of the royal commission that are yet to be implemented. I am just focused 
on recommendation 7.3 because it is the key one that addresses workers who will be in front of children. 
Recommendation 7.3 from the royal commission addressed the need for those people to be captured in this bill. 
The minister said that this is a phased approach; let us call this phase 1. When does phase 2 start and which of 
those four categories that this bill has missed will be captured in phase 2? 
Ms S.F. McGURK: All additional occupations identified in the royal commission recommendations and that the 
member has listed will be included in phase 2. As I said, a discussion paper around how that will apply will be 
released for public comment in coming months. As I said, I do not have the full time frame for the implementation 
of the royal commission recommendations, but we have tabled a report outlining the progress of implementation 
for the last two years and tried to be as transparent as possible about our progress. We are trying to balance the 
implementation of those recommendations with the effectiveness of that implementation. I want to make clear, on 
the public record, that we will include all those occupations and work through the staged reform of the implementation 
of the royal commission’s recommendations, as publicly reported. 
Mr S.K. L’ESTRANGE: The second part of my question was: When? What is the time frame? Will the minister 
achieve what we have now called phase 2 before the end of this calendar year? 
Ms S.F. McGURK: We do not envisage moving amendments to the act before the end of this calendar year. For 
mandatory reporting to have legal effect, another tranche of amendments would be required to the act. As I said, we 
commit to having a public discussion paper and making sure that we consult with the various professional bodies 
and institutions that those people work in as part of the implementation of the royal commission’s recommendations. 
I am happy to get back to the member and put it on the public record; I just do not have the detail with me of the 
implementation of the royal commission recommendations and whether time frames have been attached to that. It 
would require other amendments to the legislation, and that is not envisaged before the end of this year. 
Mr S.K. L’ESTRANGE: I will conclude with this observation. I think it is disappointing that we are now three and 
a half years into the minister’s term. Everybody knows what professions come into close contact with children. If 
the intent was always going to be to capture these groups as mandatory reporters, it is disappointing that they will 
not be captured in the minister’s term of government. I will leave it at that. 
Mr R.S. LOVE: Having heard the interchange between the minister and the member for Churchlands, exactly what, 
beyond the fact of simply naming these other professions in this provision, would be required to bring them under 
the coverage of the act? In the case of ministers of religion, a couple of other provisions need to be outlined to discuss 
how these disclosures might be made. In terms of the other professions that have been discussed, which come under 
recommendation 7.3 of the royal commission, what, beyond simply naming them, would be required so that there 
would be consistent application of the act to them along with doctors, teachers and other persons already known? 
Ms S.F. McGURK: In terms of the legal effect, making an amendment to the act would be one step in the process. 
It is important to note the number of people we are talking about in those other occupations, such as youth justice 
workers, out-of-home care workers, psychologists and early childcare professionals. Thousands of people work in 
those occupations around the state. I want to make quite clear that we have not missed those occupations because we 
are being lazy or short-sighted. In fact, it is quite the opposite; we are absolutely committed to doing this effectively. 
In other jurisdictions around the world and in discussions around mandatory reporting, there is a very strong argument 
for quality over quantity in the number of occupations and the reach of mandatory reporting. In fact, it has been other 
jurisdictions’ experience that if the net is cast too wide and requires too many people to have the higher legal 
obligation to mandatorily report suspected or known child sex abuse, authorities can get flooded with suspicions and 
calls, which can leave genuine cases undetected. That is the reason we are staging our approach; it is not because we 
are taking shortcuts or are not interested in those occupations. That is certainly not the case. We are interested in 
a quality process to make sure that not only is the legislative basis there, but also the rollout, education, professional 
development and a deeper understanding of how disclosures could manifest and what suspicions might look like 
are undertaken effectively so that our state can have a good quality system in place for mandatory reporting.  
Mr R.S. LOVE: When we look at the role of a minister of religion as opposed to the other professions that the 
minister has named, we find that most of the other professions deal with children, so disclosures would be made 
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by children to those professionals. In the case of a minister of religion, the disclosure may well be made by a child. 
It could also be made by the offending adult. Is that the reason for the difference? Is that the reason the minister 
has chosen to include ministers of religion at this point as opposed to those other professions that mainly deal 
with children? 
Ms S.F. McGURK: I thank the member. It is a good question, but essentially it is both. The government has 
expedited ministers of religion, given the royal commission’s findings on the extent of abuse within the religious 
institutions that I referred to before; the extent to which that abuse went unreported by senior leaders; and, as is often 
discussed publicly, the cultural, scriptural and hierarchical barriers to reporting that have existed. That is one of 
the reasons that the royal commission was very explicit in its inclusion of ministers of religion in mandatory reporting. 
It is partly that ministers have exposure to children in their day-to-day work or dealings with the community. This 
includes contact with children that ministers of religion may have not only in their churches, for instance, but also 
within schools or other care institutions that churches have an involvement with. Ministers of religion have contact 
with children and with people who have contact with children, as the member has identified. Obviously, there has 
been a lot of discussion about Catholic confession. Ministers of religion might hear disclosures in the course of their 
work. Also, on the point I have just made, cultural traditions within those churches can lead to barriers that need 
to be challenged and that we are challenging with these laws. I have made it very clear publicly and I reiterate it again 
this evening, and I hope I do so on behalf of all members of this chamber: child safety is our number one priority. 
We want to put in place laws that say that we have a particular obligation to vulnerable people in our community—
that is, children.  

Clause put and passed. 

Clause 52: Section 124B amended — 
Mr S.K. L’ESTRANGE: Clause 52 is very clear. It relates to section 124B, which is titled “Duty of certain people 
to report sexual abuse of children”. Clause 52 proposes to amend section 124B to read — 

(1) A person who — 

(a) is a doctor, nurse, midwife, police officer, teacher, boarding supervisor or minister of religion … 

Then it continues. Clearly, this part of the act deals with the duty of that professional person to make the report. This 
builds on my and the member for Moore’s concerns, I believe, about clause 51. If the amendment to section 124B(1)(a) 
had included after “minister of religion” the words “out-of-home care workers (excluding foster and kinship carers), 
youth justice workers, early childhood workers, registered psychologists and school counsellors”, those words would 
have sent a very clear message to the professional organisations that employ those professionals that if they see, 
witness or hear about the sexual abuse of a child, they have a mandatory responsibility to report it. By excluding those 
four groups that the royal commission recommended, the legislation does not make it a duty of those professionals 
to do so. I think that is a missed opportunity and I do not think it would have been very difficult to simply do what 
I just said and include those words in section 124B(1). Can the minister respond to that? 

Ms S.F. McGURK: I thank the member. I trust that the questions by both the member for Churchlands and the 
member for Moore are motivated by wanting a robust system of mandatory reporting in our state. I think we would 
all share that goal. I can only reiterate that the reason we have not included all occupations in this first tranche of 
amendments is that we want an effective rollout and implementation of this system of mandatory reporting, and it 
is not as simple as putting some words in a bill. It is actually in the professional development and the work with 
employers, employer representatives, institutions and peak bodies, if you like, that represent those occupations. 
As an example, I have a lot to do with the early childhood sector. That sector employs thousands of people in our 
state across hundreds of individual centres. It is a big piece of work to make sure that there is a deep understanding 
of the obligations that go with mandatory reporting within the early childhood sector. It is about not only resources, 
but also making sure that employees can talk to their peak bodies and unions. There are various private centres, 
community centres, local government centres and family day care providers. There is a huge body of work in just 
that one area of professional occupation listed there to make sure that employees understand how child sex abuse can 
manifest, how disclosures can manifest and what to be aware of. That professional work has already taken place with 
the other occupations that are listed in the bill. There has been a lot of discussion amongst the various churches as 
a result of the work of the royal commission, and that work will continue. Some of that work has been going on since 
the royal commission. Some of it will be done with the state government and some is being done by the churches on 
their own. But, as I said, it is not just a matter of putting the occupations there and thinking that sends a clear message. 
Through the royal commission implementation, we are doing a whole lot of work on the importance of understanding 
child vulnerability and child sex abuse in all its forms, and mandatory reporting is just part of that.  

I should mention that another important recommendation of the royal commission was what it called reportable 
conduct—that is, the obligation of institutions throughout our community and society, particularly those that have 
exposure to children, to have a reportable conduct scheme so that if disclosures are made, there are enacted reporting 
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requirements and obligations within those organisations. We have allocated the oversight of the development of 
those reportable conduct schemes to the Ombudsman of Western Australia so that he can start to do some work to 
make sure that, for instance, not only the perpetrator, but also the institutions that have an obligation to oversee 
child safety are held to account. Of course, that is what the royal commission was all about.  

There is a lot of work to do; there is no doubt about it. It is very urgent work because it is about child safety. We 
have said publicly that we owe it to the victims who came forward and told very personal and incredibly harrowing 
stories to the royal commission. We are indebted to them and we honour them in the implementation of the 
recommendations. I stand by that, and I stand by the staged rollout of mandatory reporting in order to be most 
effective. I hope that answers the member’s question. 

Mr S.K. L’ESTRANGE: I will choose two of the groups that I am talking about that have been omitted, and that 
is early childhood workers and registered psychologists and school counsellors. I would be very surprised if those 
two groups today were not well aware of the need for child safety and of the need to report anything untoward. If 
a child in their care disclosed to them information that set alarms bells ringing that there might be something wrong 
with either a colleague or at home or wherever, I would be very surprised if there were not existing measures in 
place to report that information to the authorities. 
To say that we need to do more consultation with these groups to work out how they can report, I do not buy that. 
I do not think it passes the practical test. I think those groups would already be well aware of the need to report 
anything untoward with regard to the safety of children. As I said earlier, making sure those groups are listed 
would put it in law that they have to report. They already know they have to. If the minister can tell me of a group 
that does not know that, I would be interested to know, but I am pretty confident that the people who work in 
groups that come into contact with children all the time would be well aware of the fact that if they come across 
information that tells them the child may be in danger, it is their duty to report it to their superior. But the bill does 
not tell them that there is a legal requirement to do so, and it does not tell them that there is a fine if they do not do 
so. I do not accept that the reason for staging it is that the government wants to get it right. I think it could have 
been just put in and most of these groups would have come on board. Whatever measures the department already 
has in place to deal with teachers under mandatory reporting could simply have been replicated across these groups. 
I honestly do not understand the rationale behind avoiding those key groups, and there are additional reasons why 
I do not accept that. The minister can correct me if I am wrong, but the royal commission looked at historical child 
abuse that went back some time. I do not know the statistics of recent child sex abuse, for example; I do not have 
that data in front of me. I can only assume that the minister has that data in front of her; she might have data, 
pertaining to the last five years, on where child sex abusers are mainly congregating or accessing children outside 
families, for example. The minister might already know that. If some of the groups that have been omitted from 
this bill form the main group of what is going on in recent times, I would be very concerned. 
There are two things I ask the minister to comment on. We understand the royal commission’s findings on the 
atrocious past treatment of children; we get that, and we know why the minister is addressing the fifth group in 
recommendation 7.3 of the royal commission’s report. I am also concerned about the other four groups and I wonder 
if the minister has any recent data to tell us where the 42 per cent she mentioned earlier are mainly found today. 
Ms S.F. McGURK: I thank the member. The royal commission looked mostly at historical child sex abuse, but not 
entirely. Some of the cases were quite recent and I think it is important for us to understand that. Again, we really 
want to honour the work of the royal commission and the people who came forward and gave us a very robust 
framework within which to try to stop abuse happening in the future and, if it does occur, to make sure that we can 
take swift and effective action. It is not just historical abuse; that is the first point. 
The institutions that represent the other 42 per cent would include some government institutions, for instance. 
Mr S.K. L’Estrange interjected. 
Ms S.F. McGURK: Yes. I do not necessarily think it is a view that those categories of workers would be perpetrators. 
If we have any suspicion that perpetrators are likely to be more prevalent in any given area, we are quite proactive 
about that. A lot of work is done now with police in coordination with child protection workers and the not-for-profit 
sector to make sure that we are active. Police work in uncovering people accessing child pornography and harmful 
images of children often gets publicity. It is not my understanding that these recommendations came about because 
any of these workers were likely to be perpetrators, but they have a lot of exposure to children and their families 
and because of the professional frameworks that they work within, they might be privy to some disclosures. 
I take issue with one of the points that the member made about the capability of some of those occupations to be 
able to identify possible child sex abuse now. Some of those occupations have had a lot more training than others. 
School psychologists, for example, have had four-plus years of training, while a child care worker could be in place 
with a certificate III. 
Mr S.K. L’Estrange interjected. 
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The ACTING SPEAKER (Mr T.J. Healy): Minister, I will let you conclude your response and answer. 
Mr S.K. L’Estrange interjected. 
The ACTING SPEAKER: I will let the minister finish and then come back so you can ask your next question. 
Mr S.K. L’Estrange: No, the minister may have accepted the interjection. 
The ACTING SPEAKER: Minister, do you seek to finish your response? 
Ms S.F. McGURK: I will just finish my response. I think I am able to address the point that the member is raising. 
We have made a couple of points. One is that we think the second tranche will require some consultation but also, 
importantly, some capacity building amongst some of those occupations. In other areas there might be a lesser 
degree of training and awareness raising in identifying possible sex abuse and the requirements to follow up. For 
others, such as early childhood educators, it is as I said: there are literally thousands of early childhood educators 
around the state, some of them very young workers, operating in hundreds of centres around the state. I think we 
have more than 300 long-day care centres and, of course, scores of family day care workers and out-of-school hours 
carers. There are myriad people in that second tranche, so capacity would need to be built in those occupations. 
But it is also true that they do, on the whole, work in professional centres and have some reporting procedures 
around them. Although early childhood workers are skilled in their own areas, the centres are quite regulated and 
the department and I have responsibility for overseeing the implementation of those regulations. 
It is getting late; I do not know whether I have addressed all the questions the member raised, but, essentially, 
I take issue with the idea that increasing our mandatory reporting reach across the state is as easy as putting another 
half a dozen occupations into the legislation. It is not just amendments to the act; it is doing the implementation — 
Mr D.R. MICHAEL: I would like to hear more from the Minister for Child Protection. 
Ms S.F. McGURK: It is actually doing the implementation throughout the institutions that they work in and, in 
some cases, capacity building amongst those occupations. Some of that work is in the control of state government 
agencies and organisations that we have oversight responsibility for, such as early childhood education. But in other 
areas, such as churches, our regulatory reach is more limited. With regard to mandatory reporting, though, we are 
saying that we want to reach into those institutions and say, “We consider child safety to be important and we are 
saying to ministers of religion that if they suspect or know about child sex abuse, they need to report it.” 
Mr S.K. L’ESTRANGE: Just picking up on that point, I do not want to go tit-for-tat on this. I am not suggesting 
for one moment that it is easy to put something in a bill. The whole premise of my line of questioning is all around 
the royal commission’s recommendation 7.3, which looked for a uniform approach across Australia. It was very, 
very clear about the groups that should be included. If it is hard work to make sure that those groups go in, I would 
be disappointed if that hard work has not been completed and that only one of those five groups had been put in.  
Ms S.F. McGURK: I do not want to leave the debate on that point. We are committed to doing this work. Labor’s 
record to improve standards in child safety have been significant. We have removed the statute of limitations for 
child sex abuse, implemented the redress scheme and implemented mandatory reporting under a previous Labor 
government. To date there have been many improvements to child safety. The improvements that we are now 
implementing are recommendations of the royal commission and have occurred under Labor. We have to get 
the balance right when rolling out those recommendations and improvements to make sure that we have made 
a quality effort. 
Clause put and passed. 
Clause 53: Section 124BA inserted — 
Mr R.S. LOVE: Clause 53 details the role of the confessional and the responsibilities of religious ministers. 
Proposed section 123BA, titled “Provisions for ministers of religion”, states — 

(1) In this section — 
religious confession means a confession made by a person to a minister of religion in the minister’s 
capacity as a minister of religion in accordance with the tenets of the minister’s faith or religion. 

Is the person involved intended to be a perpetrator or victim, or either? 
Ms S.F. McGURK: Either, member. 
Mr R.S. LOVE: When a person is in the confessional, it is my experience, having been brought up a Catholic, that 
the priest may not know the identity of the person making the confession. A person may make a confession because 
they feel guilty even though they are actually a victim. Is a responsibility imposed upon a religious minister to go 
further than just receiving an anonymous confession, to try to ascertain the details of the person who is making the 
confession and to then report that? That may not be known to the religious minister. 
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Ms S.F. McGURK: The obligations required under mandatory reporting may be a fine point of law, but on the face 
of it I do not think that the obligations under these provisions to make it a requirement that the religious minister 
is obliged to uncover the identity of someone who discloses something in the circumstances that the member has 
described. There was clear evidence during the royal commission that there had been a significant failure to report 
child sex abuse due to the exclusion, or privilege, applied during confession. For many who have been raised in 
the Catholic tradition, we understand that quite well. I have no doubt that this is a point of significant angst for the 
Catholic Church as an institution and for the priests who are charged to practise the church’s teachings. Notwithstanding 
that, the Parliament is obliged to have standards about what we prioritise. I have made it clear that the statement 
that we make here, in adopting the recommendations of the royal commission, is that we prioritise child safety and 
that a religious minister must report any knowledge he gains at any time, whether it is in the confessional or outside 
the confessional, confirming child sex abuse, or a reasonable suspicion of child sex abuse. If he fails to do that, 
penalties will be applied under this act. I hope I have answered the specific question about what information this 
legislation obliges a religious minister to elicit in the event of an anonymous confessional method—that traditional 
confessional in which a priest may not know who he is speaking to. 

Mr R.S. LOVE: What the minister has outlined is reassuring and troubling at the same time. It means that the 
basis of what this provision is trying to achieve is quite genuine. However, I am now struggling to see how effective 
it will be, because in many circumstances the religious minister might have the out to say, “Nominally, this is an 
anonymous confession” even though they may recognise the voice or they think they know who that person is. 
Does that provide an out for that religious minister to not provide what might be an effective report because they 
effectively, or officially, do not know the identity of that person? 

Ms S.F. McGURK: There are a couple of points there. I point to section 124C(3)(ea) of the act, which states 
“to the extent, known to the reporter”. Prior to that, paragraph (d) states “the grounds for the reporter’s belief”. 
But also the words “the extent, known to the reporter” might be useful here—the name of the person, the person’s 
contact details or the person’s relationship to the child. The act is clear about any sort of suspicions that people 
have and the extent of knowledge of a person with mandatory reporting obligations. They are obliged under these 
provisions to hand over that information. 

The second point is, these expectations will be dealt with during training or the rollout of mandatory reporting. 
Once these provisions become law, we will be able to work with various institutions. We have done that with the 
occupations that are currently under those obligations to make sure that they have a good understanding of their 
obligations under the law and also how confessions, either by perpetrators or victims, might be expressed. Obviously, 
there is quite a body of knowledge about that that we cannot take for granted. People’s capacity in relation to that 
needs to be increased. 

My third point is about what the member identified as a minister for religion getting away with saying that he did not 
actually know who it was when he really did know. I hope that a religious minister would have the extra obligation 
somewhere, whether it is in law or a higher law, to feel obliged to adhere to and to tell the truth about that. 

Mr R.S. Love interjected. 

Ms S.F. McGURK: That is right. We will make it clear what we have control over—that is the statute books. 
However, failure to mandatorily report, by its nature, may only come to light after the fact. The member may be 
aware of the case at one high school, Trinity College. Some teachers who knew about an assault against a student 
were charged because they failed to report the assault. They have been pursued under the current mandatory reporting 
obligations. That was only known after the fact, later on when disclosures were made, and it was realised that some 
people who had mandatory reporting obligations had failed to report the incident and, therefore, were prosecuted. 

Mr R.S. LOVE: Just to wrap it up, basically, these provisions refer to offences to children after the commencement 
date, so the exact date and the exact age of the person would be relevant to the requirement to make the report in 
this circumstance and it would not refer to a historical offence as such, or am I reading too much into the provisions 
of the preceding clauses? 

Ms S.F. McGURK: Can I clarify? Is the member asking whether after the proclamation of these amendments 
a minister who has knowledge of abuse or suspects abuse of someone who is no longer a child would still have 
mandatory reporting requirements? Is that what the member’s question is? 

Mr R.S. LOVE: The question is more whether they need to know it is a child. If they felt it was a historical offence, 
would there be mandatory reporting? Do they need to identify the age of the offence? Given that a confession 
could occur some years after the offence has occurred, how does the minister ascertain whether it is an offence that 
needs to be reported? 

Ms S.F. McGURK: One of the points I would make in response is that clearly the mandatory reporting requirements 
if someone failed to report what they suspected or knew was abuse against a child mean they could be prosecuted. 
If that person was no longer a child, obviously we would still want them to report, because it is not only a question 
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of justice for that victim, but based on the current knowledge about sex abuse, it is quite likely that that person 
could still be offending against others. If I understood the member’s question correctly, the prosecution under the 
act could only apply if the suspicion was against a child. Having said that, obviously the unequivocal message 
from this government, and I am sure of whatever persuasion, would be that people need to come forward if they 
suspect, even though a victim may no longer be alive for instance, because as I said, it is more than likely that the 
perpetrator has other victims. 

Clause put and passed. 

Clauses 54 to 58 put and passed. 

Clause 59: Section 133 amended — 
Ms S.F. McGURK: I move — 

Page 37, lines 19 to 28 — To delete the lines. 

The government amendment is in relation to changes as a result of feedback from a number of stakeholders that were 
concerned about the amendment in clause 59. As a result of that feedback, I am withdrawing the clause from the bill. 
Just by way of background, quickly, the review of the act reported that it was inconsistent for the Children’s Court 
to be able to make an interim order in relation to a child for whom the CEO already had full legal parental 
responsibility. That question was contemplated under clause 59. Because of this possible uncertainty, the previous 
proposal would not have allowed the court to make an interim or a time-limited order when the CEO already had 
legal protections. The feedback from stakeholders was that they felt frustrated that this limited the court’s discretion 
to manage extension and revocation applications in cases before it. In fact, some examples were given that 
reunification, which might have been possible because of the passage of time or a change in circumstances, could 
be put at risk because the court would not have the opportunity to reconsider the matter at a later time. As such, 
we have decided to withdraw the amendment. 

Mr R.S. LOVE: To be clear, clause 59 is not being withdrawn in its entirety; it is only subclause (2)? 

Ms S.F. McGURK: That is right. The amendment is to clause 59, as listed on the notice paper. 

Mr S.K. L’ESTRANGE: In the minister’s answer, she referred to some groups. Can the minister let us know which 
groups requested the change? 

Ms S.F. McGURK: Certainly. The Aboriginal Legal Service spoke and wrote to us. Djinda Service, which is part 
of the Women’s Legal Service Western Australia, and the Children’s Court raised concerns about that specific 
provision, as did the Aboriginal Family Law Services. 

Amendment put and passed. 
Clause, as amended, put and passed. 

Clauses 60 to 70 put and passed. 
Clause 71: Part 10A inserted — 
Ms S.F. McGURK: I move — 

Page 47, line 30 – To insert after “officer” — 

or inspector 

Mr S.K. L’ESTRANGE: I am looking at the marked-up bill and this clause covers nine pages. It is a significant 
part of the bill. Could the minister explain this clause? I do not think this part of the bill was based on 
a recommendation of the statutory review. Given that there was no reason for it, can the minister explain why it 
has been included? 

Ms S.F. McGURK: First of all, the amendment we have moved is just to add the words “or inspector” to those 
who are able to undertake the inspections, as outlined in the new provision. That simply corrects a drafting oversight. 

The member is correct; these new provisions were not contemplated by the review, but they effectively strengthen 
the powers of officers authorised by the department and industrial inspectors from the Department of Mines, 
Industry Regulation and Safety—hence the amendment to include “or inspector”—to investigate offences under 
the act. The investigative powers under the act relate to the employment of children. The conversation we had 
previously about mandatory reporting, for example, gave us another example of the need for the department to 
undertake some investigations when the police are no longer involved or are not involved because of the nature of 
the issue. Essentially, we have picked up, in the most part, the powers of investigation currently in place in the 
Child Care Services Act 2007. These are the proactive powers of investigation that take place when the Department 
of Communities is required to check that regulations are being adhered to in childcare centres and the like. That is 
essentially the reason; I hope I have explained it to the member.  
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Mr S.K. L’ESTRANGE: The bill allows the powers to be exercised only when an authorised officer is investigating 
a “suspected offence”. What is the criteria to justify a suspected offence? 

Ms S.F. McGURK: It is envisaged that the authorised officers would be given powers under these new provisions 
to apply in relation to all offences under the act. As I said, the current provisions for those investigative powers 
relate only to employment of children offences. In terms of the reasonable suspicion the member asked about, it 
really depends on what provisions under the act we are talking about. For the example I gave about investigation 
into a matter of mandatory reporting that the police are no longer involved in or are not involved in, we need to 
have the powers to go into an organisation and inspect, and ask questions. These are the sorts of powers that are 
envisaged. These provisions effectively mirror those investigative powers of the Child Care Services Act in 
Western Australia. 

Amendment put and passed. 

Clause, as amended, put and passed. 
Clauses 72 to 75 put and passed. 

Title put and passed. 
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